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Abstract 

 

The corrosion behavior of carbon steel C45 has been investigated in the absence and presence 

of different content of NaCl at four different temperatures 293, 303, 313, and 323 K by using 

potentiodynamic polarization technique. The results shown that the corrosion of carbon steel in 

the absence of NaCl is lower than in the presence of NaCl, and increased the concentration of 

NaCl  lead to increase the corrosion rate at all the experimental temperatures and the maximum 

corrosion rate was observed in 14% NaCl. The corrosion rate was decreased after reaching the 

maximum value and increase the solution concentration of NaCl at 20% and 26% at all the four 

temperatures and that could be attributed to the high resistance of the solution when the  

concentration be higher. All the thermodynamic functions  and activation energy are calculated 

and the results of Gibbs Free energy and enthalpy shown that the corrosion of carbon steel C45 

in the absence or presence of NaCl at each same temperature  is nonspontaneous and 

endothermic. The obtained results were in a good agreement with previous work based on the 

using of the weight loss method by another research work). 
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1. Introduction 
Corrosion is defined as a process which involves a degradation of the metal or alloy due to the chemical 
reaction between these materials and the environment [1-3], and most common corrosion process take place 
in the water or aqueous system which will lead to form a thin film on the surface of the metal, but still the 
investigation of the corrosion for non-aqueous system is not known. However, the corrosion process usually 
occurs in different fields such as, in the oil, gas and chemical industries and due to the cost of corrosion 
effects on several domestic applications in public sectors, for instance, wasted of valuable resources as a 
result of the harmful of the surface such as the steel or the iron. In addition, the corrosion also effect the 
safety and  health  of the everyday life and environment, which is contributing to  the failures of bridges, 
aircraft, automobiles, gas pipelines etc. In the develop countries the cost of the corrosion per year is about 3-
4% GDP [4], while  the cost of the corrosion  annually  for the gas, oil and in the chemical industries  only 
about170 billion USD [5], all these reasons made the corrosion as one of the most challenging tasks  for 
many scientific research, therefore, it was necessary to find some ways to protection from the effects of the 
corrosion which caused a harmful for the surface of the equipment, and there are different methods and/or 
techniques have been applied for the corrosion protection such as, using the cathodic protection [6], 
inhibitors [7-10] ,or using the principle of the coating method via using the nanoparticle or organic coating 
[11-13], and also have been employed the principle of the corrosion resistant for alloys.  
One of the most common model which has been interested for many scientific research is investigate the 
corrosion behavior and the protection processes of the carbon steel [14-20]. The carbon steel is a type of 
material which used widely for different purpose such as, in the engineering applications used as a preferred 
construction materials and its considered the most economical option than any other alloys, which are known 
as corrosion resistance alloys [21]. Carbon steel is also used for other different applications such as, the 
industrial pipes, bridge construction, kitchen appliances, also in the petroleum industry field [14, 22-24], and 
the production of the steel around the Worldwide is approximate 85%. Per year. In General, the carbon steel 
alloys in compare with other alloys are considered the more susceptible to corrosion under the conditions 
that used in the  industry fields, but one of the major problems related to its use is it low corrosion resistance 
in this environment. 
 The basic content of typical carbon steel is less than 1.5 carbon content  also there is presence of Mn, Si, P 
and S. According to this variation of the percentage of carbon content lead to divide  the carbon steels into 
three different forms, namely low carbon steels (<0.25% C), medium carbon steels (0.25–0.70% C), and high 
carbon steels (0.70–1.05% C). In fact, this variation is allowed to achieve different important mechanical 
properties as the hardness and softness, ductility and strength ,etc. and based on these properties there are 
additional divided according to the certain grades, for instance, grade 1008 (0.08 wt% C) this one has a good 
ductility and its use for forming while grade 1018 (0.18 wt% C) is can be used for general application and 
also useful for welding , but the grade which has the low hardenability is grade 1030 (0.30 wt% C) and the 
last one is  grade 1045 (0.45wt% C)  and this be can used in the application of power transmission [14]. 
Overall, the various application of carbon steel is always related to the environment, for instance water, oil or 
air, and these different environments will effect on the corrosion of the carbon steel in different ways  which  
is depending on ion concentration , but the corrosion it can be affected by other factors such as the 
temperature, humidity and the resistance of the solution. There  are several studies have been carried out to 
investigate and understand of the corrosion of carbon steel in NaCl solutions [25], in air atmosphere and in 
soil as well [26], and all the outcome results shows that the corrosion rate of carbon steel in different 
solutions of NaCl is significantly increased [27] and in a similar way that the corrosion rate of steel in the soil  
is shown  to be effected by both the resistance and concentrations of available ions. Generally, there are 
several studies to investigate the corrosion behavior via determine the corrosion rate of carbon steel using  
variation concentrations of NaCl solution and only few outcome results shown how the corrosion rates 
affected by the concentrations of NaCl. Therefore, to understand the effect of using low and high NaCl 
concentration solution needs to be clearly confirmed, for reliability reasons, for construction materials and 
enrichment of the welding field reference. The objective of this work is investigate the effect of low and high 
salt concentration of NaCl on the corrosion rate of carbon steel C45 using the potentiodynamic polarization 
technique. 
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2. Experimental 
2.1  Specimens Preparation 
In this study the specimens or rods of carbon steel C45  were purchased from a store of metal samples 
located in Baghdad Iraq. However, the specimens of carbon steel C45 were prepared by cut into cylindrical 
samples within dimensions of (25 mm diameter and 3 mm height) and the chemical composition of carbon 
steel C45 is listed in Table 1.   
 

Table -1:  The chemical composition of Carbon steel C45. 

Element C Si Mn S P Cu Ni Cr Fe 

% 0.42 0.30 1.40 0.05 0.05 0.50 0.20 0.20 96.88 

 
However, before used the carbon steel specimen was need to polished it, and that by using several grades 
of emery papers (from 80 to 3000) grade, and to improve the surface of the specimen as mirror-like surface it 
was necessary to polish it again by using the micro cloth. After that, all the samples were cleaned, washed 
with distilled water and absolute ethanol, and to prevent them from oxidation  have been stored in vacuum 
desiccators before plummeting to corrosion solution, then carbon steel specimen was covered with adhesive 
tape except for a known distance which is 1cm2.  
 2.2 Corrosive Environment   
For the corrosive media, was used six different concentration of NaCl solutions (0%, 3%, 8%, 14%, 20%, and 
26% NaCl), and all these concentrations were applied to investigate the effect of NaCl on the corrosion rate 
of Carbon steel C45 at four different temperatures (293, 303, 313, and 323 K) via employed the phenomena 
of potentiostatic polarization technique.   
2.3 Polarization Measurements  
For electrochemical measurements were carried out using a  three-electrode setup by using the carbon steel 
specimen as a working electrode, while the saturated calomel electrode and platinum electrodes were used 
as  reference and auxiliary electrodes, respectively. First, the open circuit potential was measured then the 
carbon steel model was polarized in the simulate NaCl solution. After that, Tafel plots were recorded for 
corrosion rate measurement by scanning the potentials ±200mv around the OCP with a rate of 2mv/sec. The 
same procedure repeated at four temperatures; 293, 303, 313, and 323 K and different concentrations. 
 
3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Electrochemical Measurements. 
In this study, the potentiostatic anodic and cathodic polarization method (Tafel extrapolation technique) was 
used to study the corrosion behavior of carbon steel C45 in absence and presences of different 
concentrations of NaCl (0%, 3%, 8%, 14%, 20%, and 26% NaCl) with range of temperatures (293-323K). 
Fig. 1 (a-f) illustrates the polarization curves for the model under investigate in absence and presence of  
different concentrations of NaCl at different temperatures. However, from Tafel plots there are three different 
parameters are used  to understanding the corrosion process of the system under investigation and these 
parameters are including the corrosion current density which is donated by ( icorr), corrosion potential 
(Ecorr), and both the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes which are donated by (βa) and (βc), respectively, 
have been recorded in Table 2, and the calculation of these parameters are used to determine the 
polarization resistance (Rp) as in the following equation[28]:- 

                                            (1) 
It can be seen from Table 2, that the corrosion rate of C45 in the distilled water(blank solution) is lower than 
in the presence of NaCl, also its found that the increasing of the NaCl content (3%,8%,and 14%) leads to 

raise the values of corrosion current densities and corrosion rate CR for each solution at the same 
temperature and this was in good agreement with a previous work [29, 30], but at high salt concentration 

(20% and 26% NaCl) both the   and  CR are decreased, and the 26% NaCl has the least values of CR. 
Generally, the corrosion process is mainly depend on the concentration of the corroding media (NaCl 
solutions) and the amount of the oxygen dissolved in the media, but this reduction in the corrosion rate could  
be attributed to  due to the high resistance of the solution at higher concentrations. However, The higher salt 
concentration mean the more film will build up by the corrosion products, which play as a physical barrier 
against the diffusion of the oxygen and adsorption to the metal surface all these lead to the  decrease the 
value of corrosion rate also at higher salt concentration that mean the solubility of the electrolyte will be 
decrease and became more saturated than with the corrosion product will build up the film on some surface 
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site and which will reduce the corrosion rate also the mobility of the ions at high concentration may be less, 
see Fig. 1e and 1f. 
On the other hand, rising the reaction temperature lead to rise the icorr at constant solution  concentration 
while the values of both βc and βa are changed with increasing the temperature from (293-323K) and this 
could be because the changing of the anodic and cathodic reaction. Also it was observed that the higher the 
temperature is to be the higher the corrosion rate and this could be attributed to reaction kinetics themselves 
and the higher diffusion rate of many corrosive agents and reaction products at increased temperatures [31], 
however, our results give a good agreement with previous work to investigated the effect of low and high 
NaCl on the corrosion of low carbon steel using the weight loss method [32]. 

 
 

Table -2:  Electrochemical corrosion parameters obtained from potentiodynamic polarization curves for C45  
in different solutions of NaCl over temperatures range  (293-323) K. 

 

NaCl T(K) 
Ecorr 
(mV) 

icorr 
(A*10-6 
/cm2) 

Βc (mV/ 
Dec) 

βa (mV/ 
Dec) 

CR PR 

0 

293 -246.8 12.68 -96.3 124.2 3.170 0.147 

303 -280.0 25.81 -105.8 162.7 6.450 0.3 

313 -273.7 52.39 -136.9 240.6 13.100 0.608 

323 -279.7 66.34 -127.1 255.6 16.600 0.77 

3 
 

293 -309.9 26.56 -124.1 209.1 6.640 0.308 

303 -417.6 74.75 -107.3 121.0 18.7 0.868 

313 -413.9 130.93 -107.2 132.4 32.7 1.520 

323 -413.9 191.37 -121.2 153.5 47.8 2.220 

8 
 

293 -452.8 66.09 -103.8 134.2 16.5 0.767 

303 -452.1 99.89 -101.1 123.2 25 1.160 

313 -443.8 156.10 -114.5 133.9 39 1.810 

323 -448.2 197.39 -126.1 124.2 49.3 2.290 

14 
 

293 -468.8 76.29 -133.1 125.3 19.1 0.886 

303 -488.0 112.19 -167.5 105.3 2.800 1.300 

313 -475.6 166.24 -151.3 105.7 41.6 1.930 

323 -477.5 233.51 -167.0 139.9 58.4 2.710 

20 
 
 

293 -505.4 59.09 -103.6 116.5 14.8 0.686 

303 -527.6 86.86 -118.1 142.5 21.7 1.010 

313 -529.9 125.97 -137.3 159.5 31.5 1.460 

323 -487.6 207.26 -180.0 130.3 51.8 2.410 

26 
 
 

293 -518.1 50.92 -114.3 103.4 12.7 0.591 

303 -550.9 61.69 -83.3 138.9 15.4 0.716 

313 -660.5 122.69 -89.4 144.1 30.700 1.42 

323 -599.9 142.92 -123.5 170.4 35.700 1.66 
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Fig. 1(a-f):The polarization curves of Carbon steel C45 in different content (0%, 3%,8%,14%,20% and 26%) of NaCl over 
temperatures range (293-323) K. 
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3.2 Kinetics of corrosion. 
The experimental data that obtained from Tafel extrapolation method were used to calculate the activation 
energy (Ea), based on the rate of corrosion  of C45 in a given environment is directly proportional with the its 
corrosion current density icorr as shown in equation (2) [33]: 

 
And for the system obeying Arrhenius equation, it’s reasonable to re-write the equation (2) as shown below:  

 
where A is the Arrhenius constant, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the solution 
temperature. When equation (3) is applicable to rate of corrosion of C45 in a given medium at a number of 
temperatures, a linear relationship should exist between the value of logicorr and the reciprocal of 
temperature (1/T) as shown in Fig. 2.   
 

 
Fig. 2:Arrhenius plot relating of log icorr against 1/T for the corrosion of C45 in various concentration of NaCl solutions 

over temperatures range (293-323) K. 
 

3.3 Thermodynamics of corrosion. 
The change in the Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for the corrosion of a metal or alloy in an environment at a given 
temperature could be related to the corrosion potential Ec of the metal or alloy by the well-known relation [3] 
as shown in equation (4):  

 
where n is the  number of electrons, F is Faraday’s constant. 
Values of (ΔG) have been determined for the corrosion of C45 in absence and presence of different 
concentrations of NaCl solutions at four experimental temperatures over range (293-323K).  
The change of the entropy (ΔS) for the corrosion process has been calculated from the value of (ΔG) at 
different temperatures using the following relation : 

 
While The enthalpy (ΔH) values are calculated depends on the   values Gibbs free energy (ΔG) and  (ΔS) as 
shown in equation (6) [3], and all the calculated parameters are displayed in Table 3.  
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Table -3:The kinetic and thermodynamic quantities (Ea,ΔG, ΔH ,and ΔS ) for the carbon steel in the absence 
and presence of different NaCl concentration over temperatures range (293-323) K. 

 

 
The observed results in Table 3, indicate that the calculated Gibbs free energy ΔG values are positive for 
both case with or without the NaCl and this indicate that the reaction is nonspontaneous. As well as, the 
positive values of enthalpy (ΔH) indicate that the reaction is endothermic. Also the results shown that all 
calculated entropy ΔS were negative, and that indicated the activated complex in rate determining step 
represents an association rather than a dissociation step which means a decreasing  in disordering take 
place on going from reactant to the activated complex [2]. As well as, the results in Table 3  indicates that the 
maximum value of Ea was (37.501kJ.mole-1; 3% NaCl), while the calculated Ea for the blank was 23.224 
kJ.mole-1 . 
 
 
 
 
 

Concentration of 
NaCl 

T(K) 
Ea 

(kJ/mole) 
ΔH(kJ/mol) ΔS(kJ/mol.K) ΔG(kJ/mol) 

0% 293  
 

23.244 

 
 

14.773 

 
 

-0.166 

0.0634 

 303 0.0650 

 313 0.0667 

 323 0.0683 

3% 293 

37.501 35.611 -0.970 

0.3198 

 303 0.3295 

 313 0.3392 

 323 0.3489 

8% 293 

21.910 20.020 -1.0169 

0.31797 

 303 0.3284 

 313 0.3383 

 323 0.3484 

14% 293 

21.866 19.985 -1.0160 

0.31767 

 303 0.32783 

 313 0.3379 

20% 323 0.3481 

 293 

23.960 22.072 -1.0112 

0.31835 

 303 0.3284 

 313 0.3385 

 323 0.3486 

26% 293 

22.877 20.9871 -1.0165 

0.3188 

 303 0.3289 

 313 0.3391 

 323 0.3493 
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4. Conclusion 
At each same temperature, NaCl different concentrations have a critical effect on the corrosion rate of C45, 
and have been found that the increasing the content of NaCl lead to increase  the corrosion rate, but at 
certain concentration (20% and 26%  NaCl) the corrosion rate break down. Also the test temperatures are 
affected the corrosion of C45 in NaCl clearly, at each same concentration of NaCl, the corrosion of the 
system under investigated is  increased whereas the temperature increased. Also, It has been observed 
there is a linear relationship between the plot of log icorr  which are derived from the extrapolation of 
cathodic and anodic of polarization curves at absence and presence of  different concentrations of NaCl 
against 1/T, which indicate that all these parameters are under activation control. 
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